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Abstract
Mobile phones are used to perform activities such
as sending emails, transferring money via
mobile Internet banking, making calls, texting,
surfing the Internet,
viewing
documents,
storing
medical, confidential and personal
information, shopping online and playing games.
Current authentication approaches do not reauthenticate in order to re-validate the user’s
identity after accessing a mobile phone. To this
end, this paper suggests a novel transparent
user authentication method for mobile applications
by applying biometric authentication on each service
within a single application in a secure and usable
manner based on the risk level for each user
action. A study involving data collected from 76
users over a one-month period using 12 mobile
applications was undertaken to examine the
proposed approach. The experimental results show
that this approach achieved desirable outcomes for
applying a transparent authentication system at an
intra-process level, with an average of 5% intrusive
authentication requests. Interestingly, when the
participants were divided into three levels of usage,
the average intrusive authentication request was 2%
which indicates a clear enhancement and suggests
that the system would add a further level of security
without imposing significant inconvenience upon the
user.

1. Introduction
With the rapid growth of mobile devices for use
in our daily life, securing the sensitive data stored
upon them makes authentication of paramount
importance. Common examples of usage include
activities such as sending emails, transferring
money via mobile Internet banking, making calls,
texting, surfing the Internet, viewing documents,
storing medical,
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confidential and personal information, shopping
online and playing games. Some of these active
applications
are
considered
sensitive
and
confidential, and the risks are high in the event of the
loss of sensitive data as a result of privacy breaches
[1], [2]. After authentication at the point of entry
using techniques such as a personal identification
number (PIN) or password, the user of the device can
perform almost all tasks, of different risk levels,
without having periodically to re-authenticate in
order to re-validate the user’s identity [3].
Additionally,
the
current
point-ofentry authentication mechanisms consider all
applications on a mobile device to have the
same level of importance and thus do not apply
any further access control rules unless the
applications themselves incorporate those [3]. As
a result, [3] argue that different applications
require different security provision. For instance,
a bank account requires a different level of
protection compared with a Short Message Service
(SMS) message. Consequently, each application
has a particular level of risk which might be a
feature for defining a suitable level of security [4].
To this end, a transparent and continuous
authentication mechanism provides a basis for
convenient and secure re-authentication of the user
and gathers user data in the background without
requiring any dedicated activity [3], [5].This research
suggests a novel transparent user authentication
method for mobile applications by applying
biometric authentication on the smartphone’s user
actions-level based on the risk level. In addition,
mobile phones can be used to capture multiple
biometric modalities such as facial recognition, voice
recognition and fingerprint recognition by utilizing
microphones, camera, keypads and GPS without
disturbing the honest mobile users. More
specifically, the user biometrics are captured and
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collected in the background by regularly and
periodically checking user behaviour in order to
continuously monitor the protection of the
smartphones. For instance, if the user uses the
mobile phone for reading a message/email, watching
a video, making or receiving a call or video
conference, the mobile phone might be able to
capture face samples. Furthermore, the system builds
user biometric profile which is called user
confidence based on his biometric signals and when
the user tries to access to a high-risk service such as
transferring money form mobile banking application,
the computed confidence has to be more than the
threshold for this service, otherwise the system
rejects and asking for PIN or username to be entered
(intrusive authentication). In this study, after
collecting a user’s actions, the biometrics scenarios
are applied.

2. Related work
Behavioural biometrics are presented as a suitable
method and are more commonly used for transparent
and continuous authentication and for providing
usability [6], [7]. In prior works, various behaviourbased authentications were presented to verify the
rightful owner of a device, such as those based on
touchscreen input behaviour, application usage, and
patterns relating to keystrokes, calls and texts, voice,
physical location and micro-movements [8], due to
the ability of smartphones to gather a user’s
behavioural data without requiring deliberate actions
from the user or additional hardware. For example,
Apple has introduced a new patent for a “Fingerprint
Sensor in an Electronic Device”, in order to move
the sensor from the home button to a new location
below the touchscreen. This will allow fingerprints
to be read from any point on the touchscreen surface
[9]. Furthermore, although facial recognition suffers
from certain problems, such as the difficulty of
authentication in the dark and changes over time [10]
, it could be used in a transparent authentication
system to collect a sample without effort from the
user [6].Therefore, biometrics can be employed to
substantiate whether the authenticated user is the true
owner of the smartphone and maintain security.
Apple has also introduced Face ID to provide secure
authentication for the iPhone X. Fingerprints will
also be used for transparent authentication in the near
future [11], [12]. In this context, TAS for mobile
devices have been summarized and classified into the
following [13]: keystroke, gate, touch, device sensor,
and behavioural profiling.
A number of studies have investigated the
feasibility of using behavioural biometrics to secure
a mobile device, and several have proposed
application usage aimed at providing transparent
authentication. For instance, [14] that device-centric
continuous authentication cannot discriminate
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between data from different applications. More
broadly, the authors argue that this method cannot
make any assumptions in terms of the importance of
the application currently being used. More
specifically, not having a device-centric approach,
and a lack of awareness of the task that the user is
performing within an application, can lead to not
delivering authentication control at the task level [8].
This leads to higher authentication overheads. [14]
Comment on the inefficiency of the all-or-nothing
access model and suggest that a mobile user should
be authenticated only when a sensitive application is
begun, since most applications do not require explicit
authentication. In the context of a sensitive
application concept, the authors created paper
prototypes (i.e., a theoretical method) for two
alternative access mechanisms: group accounts and
an activity lock. The group account would provide
access to some of the functionality that is normally
available only when the phone is unlocked. Thus,
this group is for sharing non-sensitive information or
applications. In comparison, an activity lock can be
activated by the device owner before handing the
device to another user to share specific screens in an
application. Conversely, configuring a group account
on a device enables the device owner to share a
specific set of applications with other users.
In addition, the work of [15] is based on when the
user should authenticate (as opposed to how) and for
which application. The authentication decision
depends on the levels of confidence and sensitivity
for each application, which are stated by the user to
protect sensitive applications from unauthorized use.
The result of this prototype was a 42% reduction in
requested explicit authentication, but was conducted
with only nine users. A similar but more thorough
study was conducted on positive (i.e., familiar
events) and negative (i.e., unexpected changes of
predictable places) habits. Among further studies in a
similar context, [16] introduced a behaviour profiling
approach to identify mobile device misuse by
focusing on the mobile user’s application usage;
namely, general application usage, voice calls, and
text messaging. The proposed approach achieved a
total Equal Error Rate (EER) of 7.03%.
Furthermore, efforts have also been made to
investigate the feasibility of combining biometric
modalities to authenticate a mobile user. [3]
Proposed a framework called Non-Intrusive
Continuous Authentication (NICA) to provide
secure, transparent and continuous authentication.
NICA uses keystroke dynamics, facial recognition
and voice patterns to inform the alert level while the
user interacts with the mobile device. NICA is based
on ‘authentication confidence’, which is mapped to
each service in order to allow the user to access a
service if the confidence level is higher than the alert
level.
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3. The proposed approach for user action
authentication for mobile applications
A framework based on Clarke and Furnell
(2007) was used to address the above concept, as
shown in Figure 1. The proposed framework
consists of a number of key components,
including a Data Collection Engine, a Biometric
Profile Engine, and an Authentication Engine.
These engines perform various tasks, such as
collecting
biometric
data, generating
user
profiles, and verifying the user’s identity,
respectively. There are two main system
components. The first is the Authentication Manager,
which controls the three engines referred to
previously, sets the confidence level, observes the
current security level and makes authentication
decisions if the user requests access to a service
within the application (intra-process). The
Authentication Manager achieves this by comparing
the risk level value for this intra process, which is
retrieved from the Risk Database, with the
confidence level value, which is calculated by the
Authentication Engine. If the process risk value
Biometrics

exceeds the threshold (confidence level), the user
will be allowed access. However, if the process risk
value is less than the threshold, the user will be
denied access to the service. The second main system
component is the Intra-Process Determination
System, which observes the user’s action on a
specific application. This value is passed to the
Authentication Manager to compare with the risk
value for the process (a predefined value). The risk
value is based on this new component. The novel
elements are the ability to determine and identify the
current user action on the application (intra-process),
which is the key task of the Intra-Process
Determination System. The outputs from this
component are the application name and the intraprocess name within this application, both of which
are sent to the Authentication Manager in order to
decide the legitimacy of the user to accomplish the
action or not. This research work is an extension of
prior published work [17].In this work, the research
focus on user action only within each application
without counting the application access.
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Figure 1. Framework for mobile application security (adapted from Clarke and Furnell, 2007)
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It is first necessary to collect samples of genuine user
interactions with their mobile devices/apps based
upon a substantive period of real-world use [17]. At
the end of the collection process, data had been
collected from 76 users and they were ready for the
analysis phase. Each user’s data were stored in an
individual text file and each record contained the
following fields: a date in two formats (human time
and a timestamp e.g., 2016-06-28 20:22:30,
1467141750071), application name, action type,
extra information, such as message/email length, and
call duration.
The proposed approach was based upon
assessing
intra-process
(within
the
application)
user interactions and testing the
impact of an intra-process approach
on
the
overall
transparent
user authentication for
mobile applications by including application
access with other actions within the application
for 76 participants. Before starting the data
analysis, a risk model (MORI) (Alotaibi et al.,
2016a) was used to calculate the risk level for each
action within each application. A wide range of
biometrics were used in this research: facial, voice
and iris recognition, keystrokes, behavioural and
linguistic profiling, and fingerprint recognition, due
to the ability of smartphones to capture multiple
biometric modalities. Moreover, EERs published in
prior studies in this domain were also used in this
study [17].
In order to compute an identity confidence
level based
on
the
simulated
biometric
scenario, a weighted majority voting (WMV)
formula [18] was utilized. In this approach, for
each individual biometric technique, weights are
assigned inversely proportionate to their EERs.
More specifically, based on the WMV, a lower
EER corresponds to a higher weighting than a high
EER [18]. NICA was selected to analyse the
data and compute the identity confidence level
[3]. The NICA framework is designed to be a
mobile-based solution by utilizing a combination of
secret knowledge authentication and a number of
biometric techniques in order to provide transparent
and thus continuous authentication while the user
interacts with the mobile device, despite an
intrusive request at the beginning of the session [3],
[18].In addition, the main aim of this framework is to
observe the level of trust of the user in order to allow
or restrict access to applications or services.
Furthermore, based upon the biometric samples
captured, the level of confidence fluctuates in a
continuous manner [3], which has an effect on
permissions
to
access
applications.
More
specifically, if no biometric samples are captured to
cause the confidence level to exceed the threshold
value,
the
device
will
be
locked.
To provide effective security in a NICA system, two
security mechanisms are considered imperative and
define the core operation of the framework: Alert
Copyright © 2019, Infonomics Society

Level (AL) and Integrity Level (IL). These two
levels are mapped to confidence levels to maintain
security within the system, as well as its usability [3],
[18]. NICA has a function that is defined as a
degradation function, to decrease the value of the
Integrity Level (-0.5) periodically every 30 minutes
for frequent users and 50 minutes for infrequent
ones, as defined by NICA (2007), when the device is
inactive.
During a specific time window, the AL process
seeks valid samples. If there are no samples, the
identity confidence level will be periodically
reduced by a degradation function that is
10% of current confidence in order to protect the
mobile device the mobile while it remains inactive.
In the case of the mobile user requesting to
perform a task, the IL is applied to check the
legitimacy of the mobile user. If the identity
confidence is greater than or equal to the specified
risk action level, transparent access is allowed.
Otherwise, an intrusive authentication request
is required in order to proceed with the service.
In summary, each user file from the dataset was
produced to generate different files. The first file was
produced after applying the risk model [19] and the
second after generating possible biometric samples
and then computing the identity confidence value.
Finally, the two files were compared and matched
at a specific time. If the confidence level is more
than the threshold (action risk level), the user can
access the service (non-intrusive authentication
request); otherwise, the mobile device is locked
(intrusive authentication request).
This methodology was applied to each user
file in order to compute the number of the
intrusive authentication requests made during the
intra-process (within the application) access to
evaluate
the
average
for
the
intrusive
authentication requests for all 76 users. To do this, a
number of scripts were generated and run with the
participants’ data for a combination of time
windows: AL 2 min and IL 5 min; AL 5 min and IL
5 min; AL 5 min and IL 10 min; AL 10 min and IL
10 min; AL 20 min and IL 10 min; and AL 20 min
and IL 20 min. The reason for changing the time
window each time was to provide further insight into
whether this would affect the number of intrusive
authentication requests for each user.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
In this study, the main aim is to compute the
number of intrusive authentication requests (i.e.
entering PIN or username and password): the
higher
the percentage of intrusive requests
becomes, the less usable the system. It should be
noted that there is no need to calculate biometric
accuracy such as false positive and false negative
as the biometric was simulated.
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To provide further insight into whether applying a
transparent authentication system at the action level
would enhance security and usability, this
experiment was applied to each user file to compute
the average intrusive authentication requests for all
76 users. This second experiment differs from the
first by focusing on user action access only (intraprocess access) and not application access (interprocess access). To do this, after applying the risk
model, the code was run with the participants’ data
to generate biometric samples (based on [18]) and
then calculate the confidence level and intrusive
authentication requests for each user for each user
action by utilizing NICA across various ALs and ILs
with the actions (within application only). The
reason for trying different combinations of time
windows was to investigate their effect on the system
performance. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the
distribution of user intrusive requests for 76
participants on an intra-process level based on
minimum, median, and maximum values over the
different time windows was considered. In this
figure, and as mentioned in Table 5-10, the majority
of user intrusive requests for the AL = 2 min / IL = 5
min time window were between 15% and 20% for 26
users. For instance, participant 46 had the highest
intrusive requests at 33%, whereas participant 71 had

4% intrusive requests. It can be interpreted from
these results that the total usage of these participants
played a significant role. In this context, the total
usage for participant 46 was 27,576 over 592 days,
which, in turn, means one action per hour
approximately. This low usage could have led to the
poor performance and is likely to lead to a large
number of intrusive requests.
On the other hand, the highest usage might be
the cause of the fewest intrusive requests, such
as participant 71 with a usage of 13,702 over 51
days, which, in turn, means three actions per
hour approximately. In contrast, the vast majority
of user intrusive requests for the AL = 20 min / IL =
20 min time window were less than 10% (73
participants) which was envisaged to be the case
given the longer length of time to collect
biometric samples or a longer time in which to
recall the degradation function to reduce the user
identity level. Another observation regarding this
figure is that the result was mostly identical if
there was no change in the AL value, such as AL =
5 min / IL = 5 min and AL = 5 min / IL = 10 min,
which could suggest that AL is important.

Figure 2. Average user intrusive requests distribution for intra-process access
As depicted in Table 1, the performance results for
experiment across various ALs and ILs were
promising for the intra-process level (actions within
application only). The experimental results range
from 15% average intrusive authentication requests
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at AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min to 5% at AL = 20 min /
IL = 20 min for the same total of requests (2,561k).
Accordingly, it is clear from Table 5-10 that the
more substantial the AL and IL values, the fewer
intrusive authentication requests. This is logical, as
in cases in which the biometric samples were
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insufficient or not available for capture, the user
identity was reduced by the degradation function and
resulted in a high FRR for the smaller time windows.
For instance, the percentage of average intrusive
authentication requests gradually reduced by
approximately 50% for the AL = 10 min / IL = 10
min window to 7% from 15% for AL = 2 min / IL =
5 min. As a result, the shorter time windows could
have the effect of raising the security level in relation

to users’ convenience, which was the opposite case
for the larger time windows. The larger time
windows might also lead to preserving a high level
of identity confidence even though no biometric
samples could be captured, which means there is an
opportunity for misuse of the mobile device by
an unauthorised user 2.

Table 1: Percentages of intrusive authentication requests for intra-process access

% Average Intrusive Requests

AL = 2

AL = 5

IL =
5

IL =
5

IL =
10

15

10

11

Total Requests
Intra

Time Window
AL =
AL = 5
10

AL =
10

AL =
20

IL =
10

IL =
20

IL =
20

7

8

5

2,561 k

Intrusive ≤ 10% (# users)

20

37

37

58

57

73

10% < Intrusive ≤ 15%

18

34

29

17

17

2

15% < Intrusive ≤ 20%

26

4

6

1

2

1

Intrusive > 20%

12

1

4

0

0

0

As previously mentioned, in the data collection
stage, 47 actions were collected with the following
distribution of risk types: 36% were high risk, 47%
were medium risk, 13% were low risk, and 4% were
no risk. One possible reason for the high percentage
of intrusive authentication requests for some
participants is that the majority of these actions are
considered high and medium risk (83%), so the
threshold (i.e., risk level) would require a greater
confidence value to access the service.
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In this context, Figures 3 and 4 show the
intrusive/non-intrusive request results for the types
of risk for the AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min and AL = 10
min / IL = 10 min time windows, respectively, for
intra-process access. In both figures, the majority of
intrusive requests come from high-risk actions,
leading to an increase in the average intrusive
authentication requests. Only 3% of the total requests
come from medium-risk actions for the AL = 2 min /
IL = 5 min time window.
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Figure 3. Intrusive/mon-intrusive request results for intra-process access at AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min

Figure 4. Intrusive/non-intrusive results for intra-process access at AL = 10 min / IL = 10 min
The experimental results clearly demonstrate that the
proposed framework is able to provide a transparent
authentication system for intra-process security. In
addition, paying closer attention to the intrusive
request results for different types of usage might lead
to reducing the total average intrusive requests. For
instance, participants 46, 71 and 57 received
intrusive requests of 33%, 4% and 6%, respectively,
for the shortest time window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5
min). To assess this, the 76 participants were
categorized into three usage groups based on the user
actions per hour. The primary aim of the participant
categories was to gain greater insight into how low
usage would affect the total average intrusive
authentication requests for the entire dataset. The
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categorization was also aimed at testing whether all
the time windows considered were reasonable and
would tend to be more suitable for different types of
users and thereby affect the intrusive authentication
requests.
The experimental results for the 76 participants were
categorized into three groups of usage (27 users had
high usage, 24 users had medium usage, and 25 users
had low usage). Accordingly, it can be seen that the
results significantly improved following this
classification and could lead to gradually reduced
intrusive authentication requests. For instance,
participants 36, 67, and 15 attained the highest
average intrusive authentication requests at 18%,
17%, and 15%, respectively, for the shortest time
window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min), whereas they
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achieved 4%, 2%, and 3%, respectively, with the
largest time window (AL = 20 min / IL = 20 min). A
possible reason for this is that there is sufficient time
to find and capture biometric samples, thereby
raising the user identity level with enough time to
reduce the confidence level (IL = 20 min).
For the same group of usage, however, participants
71, 4, and 60 obtained the lowest average intrusive
authentication requests of 4%, 5%, and 5%,
respectively, with the shortest time window (AL = 2
min / IL = 5 min). Similarly, they achieved 3%, 2%,

and 3%, respectively, with the largest time window
(AL = 20 min / IL = 20 min), which was expected to
have fewer intrusive authentication requests. What
can also be noticed in Table 2 is that the vast
majority of participants achieved less than 10%
intrusive authentication requests across all the
different time windows (ranging from 15 participants
at AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min to 27 participants at AL =
10 min / IL = 10 min).

Table 2. Average percentages of intrusive authentication requests for intra-process (usage)

Low Usage

Medium Usage

High Usage

Time Window Intra-process

% Average Intrusive Requests
Total Requests
Intrusive ≤ 10% (# users)
10% < Intrusive ≤ 15%
15% < Intrusive ≤ 20%
Intrusive > 20%
% Average Intrusive Requests
Total Requests
Intrusive ≤ 10% (# users)
10% < Intrusive ≤ 15%
15% < Intrusive ≤ 20%
Intrusive > 20%
% Average Intrusive Requests
Total Requests
Intrusive ≤ 10% (# users)
10% < Intrusive ≤ 15%
15% < Intrusive ≤ 20%
Intrusive > 20%

On the other hand, for the medium and low usage
groups, a further interesting point to be noticed in
these results is that the average intrusive
authentication requests increased compared with the
entire dataset for the same time windows (15% vs
18%). In addition, the vast majority of participants
achieved around 15% intrusive authentication
requests across the shorter time windows. For
instance, at medium usage, participant 21 has the
highest percentage of intrusive requests (25%) due to
21,880 actions being produced over 443 days, which
means two actions per hour. In contrast, participant
65 has the lowest intrusive requests of 6%. These
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AL
=2

AL
=5

AL
=5

AL=
10

AL =
10

AL =
20

IL
=5

IL =
5

IL=
10

IL =
10

IL =
20

IL =
20

10

6

6

4

2

15
9
3
0
18

26
1
0
0
12

26
1
0
0
13

27
0
0
0
9

27
0
0
0
6

1
4
12
7
18

5
17
2
0
13

5
14
4
1
13

19
5
0
0
10

24
0
0
0
8

4
6
9
6

7
15
2
1

7
15
2
1

13
11
1
0

23
2
0
0

4
1,772 k
27
0
0
0
9
396,640
19
5
0
0
10
392,795
13
11
1
0

results support the conclusion that a short time
window might mean the required service is protected
by intrusive requests if no interaction is performed
between the mobile user and his/her device and
biometric samples are not available. Although the
short time windows prompted a high degree of
protection and intrusive authentication, this
intrusiveness might lead to exaggerated reauthentication of the original user. As a result, short
time windows appear to work well for security but
are not quite sufficient for usability.
With regard to the low usage group results,
approximately 56% of user intrusive requests were
more than 15% for the shortest time window. For
instance, participants 46 and 58 achieved 33% and
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28%, respectively, which are the highest percentages
of intrusive requests, whereas participant 44
achieved a much lower rate of intrusive requests
(6%). In addition, the intrusive requests for this
participant improved to 2% for the longest time
window (AL = 20 min / IL = 20 min). One of the
reasons for this could be that the degradation
function was recalled very few times due to the AL
taking a long time to collect biometric samples,
thereby increasing the probability of raising the user
identity level. Therefore, a larger time window can
be considered to perform well with the majority of
low user usage.

7. Discussion
In this research, two pervious works [17], [20]
were compared with this study. In this study, only 11
applications were selected for consideration with a
limited number of user actions, which would be
highly likely to lose interactions, causing the loss of
many biometric samples. In addition, 47 actions were
collected and categorized as high risk (35%),
medium risk (47%), low risk (13%) and no risk
(4%). With this in mind, the majority of these actions
were considered high and medium risk (83%),
which, in turn, means identity confidence should be
higher in order to exceed the threshold and access the
required service. In addition, the experimental results
showed that the majority of intrusive requests came
from high-risk actions. Despite previous challenges,
the experimental results for the intra-/inter-process
and intra-process only for the 76 participants were

promising across the various ALs and ILs
considered, as demonstrated in Table 3, together with
the worst and best performing time windows for each
access level. It is clear from the table that the larger
AL/IL time windows led to fewer intrusive
authentication requests. The reason for the larger
time windows outperforming the shorter time
windows could be that a high number of user
interactions with a mobile phone leads to the
collection of many more biometric samples, thereby
raising the identity confidence level.
Furthermore, this study highlights the clear effect
of AL value on the average intrusive authentication.
Likewise, the degradation function was significantly
affected in terms of the total confidence level, as this
automatically dropped. This is logical if there were
no biometric samples collected or the quality of the
modality was poor, especially with the shorter time
windows. A further point to be noticed in these
results is that the vast majority of intrusive requests
came from high-risk actions and very few from
medium-risk actions, while there was full
transparency for low-risk actions. With regard to the
system’s robustness and users’ convenience, a short
time window is likely to lead to a large percentage of
intrusive authentication requests, which could
become a problem, thereby disturbing legitimate
mobile users. As a result, short time windows would
lower the security of the system, which might, in
turn, allow an imposter to access a service.

Table 3: Average percentages of intrusive authentication requests
Intra + Inter [17]
Total Requests
Least Effective Time Window

% Intrusive Requests
Most Effective Time Window

% Intrusive

3,006 k
AL = 2 min /
IL = 5 min
18
AL = 20 min /
IL = 20 min
6

To consider this in more detail, further investigation
was undertaken in order to explore how low usage
would affect the total percentage of users’ intrusive
authentication requests. This was achieved by
classifying the 76 participants into different types of
users to gain greater insight into optimising the
performance results and determining whether a
particular grouping of time windows would perform
better with a particular type of usage. Classifying
participants into three groups of usage indicated a
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Intra

Inter [20]

2,561 k

1,364 k

AL = 2 min /
IL = 5 min

AL = 2 min /
IL = 5 min

15

27

AL = 20 min /
IL = 20 min

AL = 20 min /
IL = 20 min

5

13

notable improvement and achieved promising
experimental results with regard to intrusive
authentication requests compared with those
previously reported in the first experiment for all
differing AL/IL timings, from the shortest time
window (AL = 2 min / IL = 5 min) to the longest
time window (AL = 20 min / IL = 20 min). The
results for the three usage groups underline the
evidence for the effect of low user usage on the total
average intrusive authentication requests for the time
window selected. One possible reason for this could
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be that there is a suitable time window for each
group of usage and, therefore, a high probability of
gathering biometric samples when the user interacts
with his/her mobile device and the degradation
function is not recalled to reduce the identity
confidence level when the device is inactive for very
short intervals.

To conclude, the experimental results highlight that
the proposed approach achieved a desirable level in
terms of applying a transparent authentication system
to intra-process security. As a result, this system
would, in turn, enable control of the overall
authentication process, thereby enabling a
continuous
and
non-intrusive
authentication
approach.

Table 1. Average percentages of intrusive authentication requests by usage type

Low

Medium

High

Usage Type

Comparison
Total Requests
Least Effective Time
Window
% Intrusive
Most Effective Time
Window

Intra + Inter[17]
2,045 k
AL = 2 min / IL = 5
min
12
AL = 20 min /
IL = 20 min

Intra
1,772 k
AL = 2 min /
IL = 5 min
10
AL = 20 min / IL =
20 min

% Intrusive
Total Requests
Least Effective Time
Window
% Intrusive
Most Effective Time
Window

3
464,869
AL = 2 min / IL = 5
min
21
AL = 20 min /
IL = 20 min

2
396,640
AL= 2 min /
IL = 5 min
18
AL = 20 min / IL =
20 min

% Intrusive
Total Requests
Least Effective Time
Window
% Intrusive
Most Effective Time
Window

7
496,096
AL = 2 min / IL = 5
min
22
AL = 20 min / IL =
20 min

6
392,795
AL = 2 min /
IL = 5 min
18
AL = 20 min / IL =
20 min

% Intrusive

9

8
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